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What is singularity?

● Singularity is a term borrowed 
from astrophysics that refers to a 
point which all laws simply fall 
apart.
○ An example of this is how all 

laws of physics fall apart in 
the singularity (middle) of a 
black hole. 



What is the technological singularity?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tte2m7tfbII


How will it happen?

Vernor Vinge, an American computer scientist and science 
fiction author, wrote an essay in 1993 titled “The Coming 
Technological Singularity: How to Survive in the Post-Human 
Era” where he laid out four possible scenarios:

● Superintelligent Computers
● Networking 
● Mind-Machine Interface
● Guided Evolution



When will it happen?

● Ray Kurzweil presents an idea called “The Law of 
Accelerating Returns”; where he predicted that the 
Singularity would take place by 2045 since this was the 
earliest point where computerized intelligence would 
significantly exceed the sum total of human brain power. 

● To see these trends at work, futurists and speculative 
thinkers generally point to examples of major innovations 
from human history, oftentimes focusing on technologies 
that have made the way we convey and consume 
information exponentially faster.



Technology’s accelerating rate
● Law of accelerating returns: rate of progress of an evolutionary 

process increases exponentially over time. 

● Moore’s law: states that we can expect the speed and capability of 
our computers to increase every couple of years, and we will pay 
less for them.

Basically that there will be more information, inventions, 
discoveries, etc. as time goes on. 



Preparations

● Regarding preparations, there’s an organization 
called The Future of Life, created by Max 
Tegmark along with Jaan Tallinn, Viktoriya 
Krakovna, Anthony Aguirre, Meia 
Chita-Tegmark. Its purpose is to diminish risks 
involving advanced AI. It makes sure that AI 
doesn’t stray and become a threat to humanity.

https://www.google.com/search?sxsrf=AOaemvJD7CMHale2OqgZnah-ex87I4gScQ:1630352450163&q=Max+Tegmark&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAONgVuLUz9U3MDQvSk5exMrtm1ihEJKanptYlA0ATnzKjhsAAAA&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjq4JmVwNnyAhUmRjABHdYMCO0QmxMoAXoECDsQAw
https://www.google.com/search?sxsrf=AOaemvJD7CMHale2OqgZnah-ex87I4gScQ:1630352450163&q=Max+Tegmark&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAONgVuLUz9U3MDQvSk5exMrtm1ihEJKanptYlA0ATnzKjhsAAAA&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjq4JmVwNnyAhUmRjABHdYMCO0QmxMoAXoECDsQAw
https://www.google.com/search?sxsrf=AOaemvJD7CMHale2OqgZnah-ex87I4gScQ:1630352450163&q=Jaan+Tallinn&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LWz9U3MDQyzkgzLlLiBHFM88rzsrVUs5Ot9POL0hPzMqsSSzLz81A4Vmn5pXkpqUWLWHm8EhPzFEISc3Iy8_J2sDICAALMX8FTAAAA&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjq4JmVwNnyAhUmRjABHdYMCO0QmxMoAnoECDoQBA


Artificial intelligence (AI)

● AI is a branch of science dedicated to the building of smart machines capable of 
completing tasks that require human intelligence

● There are four types of Artificial intelligence:

1. Reactive machines
a. Some examples: Spam filters, Netflix recommendations and Spotify’s 

auto-made playlists. 

2. Limited memory
a. Some examples: Self-driving cars and virtual voice assistants.

3. Theory of mind
a. An example of this is a robot that can simulate the consequences of their 

actions.

4. Self awareness
a. An example of this is a robot that learns what it is by itself hence becoming 

self-aware.



To summarize
● When we say that “all laws will fall apart” we don’t mean that in a literal sense.

● A singularity will be the moment in which technology becomes so advanced that it 
starts making ground breaking-discoveries in a matter of seconds.

● When technology becomes more intelligent than human kind. 

● Currently, most of our laws and theories are based on hypotheses and 
assumptions that were proven by the process of experimentation. 

● But, what if what we’ve always known turns out to be false? Humans are bound 
to make mistakes.

● That pivotal moment in which we learn the truths of what surrounds us due to 
technology will be called a Singularity.



What happens then?

● Humanity will lose its understanding of 

the world around it.

● Small event, big consequences.

● Many think that it will mix with human 

brains.
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